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... therefore
”KappAhl
has been

able to powerfully
implement more
major initiatives
than ever.

KAPPAHL WAS FOUNDED IN 1953 in Gothenburg

and is now one of the leading Nordic fashion
chains with 400 stores in Sweden, Norway,
Finland and Poland as well as Shop Online.

WE OFFER VALUE-FOR-MONEY FASHION of our own

design with wide appeal – to women, men and
children, with special focus on women in the
prime of life. 24 per cent of the range is
sustainability-labelled.

IN 2014/2015 SALES WERE SEK 4.6 billion

and the number of employees was more
than 4,000 in eight countries. KappAhl
is listed on NASDAQ Stockholm.
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About the Annual Report
This is KappAhl’s Annual Report for the period September 2014 to August 2015, part 1.
The last report was published on 5 November 2014. This part of the Annual Report presents
the company, our customers and the year’s work, earnings and future focus on the basis
of material challenges and opportunities. Part 2 of the Annual Report can be found at
k appahl.com/ir. It contains the formal annual accounts, the GRI Index, materiality analysis,
our corporate governance report and a multi-year review and extended share information.
The sustainability report in the Annual Report covers Global Reporting Initiatives (GRI)
guidelines for reporting in the G4 Core sustainability area. The selection is based on our
sustainability strategy and materiality analysis. Trossa, which is a consulting company in
sustainable development, has assisted with an overall assessment of the report on the
basis of GRI’s guidelines.

We are in constant
dialogue with our customer.
Get to know her here.
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OUR CUSTOMER

OUR STORES

Our new store concept, For
You, has been rolled out at
a rapid pace during the year.
The results are positive.

GORGEOUS
COMES
IN ALL
SHAPES
& SIZES

A MUST IN
YOUR
WARDROBE!
KappAhl loves anything spelled
jeans, tights and trousers. So do
our customers. This has made us a
leader in this area in Sweden.
In autumn 2015 The Always Black
Look was launched at KappAhl Woman.
You will find five trouser styles in the
collection with infinite matching
potential. The trousers neither crease
nor shrink and they retain their black
colour and fit for wash after wash, so
you can use them as often and as long
as you want. A must in the wardrobe if
you ask us!

THE ALWAYS
BLACK LOOK

XXXX | XXXX

STRÖMBERG
NEW FOR MAN
Relaxed but at the same time well
dressed, with strong Italian influences.
In spring 2015 KappAhl’s new collection
for men, the Glenn Strömberg Collection,
was launched in collaboration with the
Swedish football legend Glenn Strömberg.
The result of the collaboration is a
collection with a well-tailored base that
combines well-dressed with sporty to
form a classic yet relaxed man’s wardrobe.

NEWBIE
CONTINUES
TO GROW
The Newbie collection for the youngest
children has been a success since the
start in 2010. The collection, where all
the cotton is 100 per cent organic, is
characterised by the sustainable idea of
a value-for-money range that can stand
up to being used and inherited for generations. This means that we have found
our mark among parents of small children. Newbie is now so well liked that
there is a large second hand market,
including several Facebook groups
where Newbie fans can buy and sell
their favourite clothes second hand. In
November 2014 KappAhl opened its first
Newbie Store in Stockholm. More will be
opened in the coming year.
In spring 2015 the concept of infant
room furnishings was extended. The
products were characterised by the same
consideration and timeless design as the
Newbie clothes.

THE CUSTOMER AND OUR BRAND

CLOTHES FOR WOMEN
We love our customers and help them find and bring out
their best – the beauty in every woman. This is how it has
been from day one.

Right from the start in 1953 in a cellar in Mölndal,
outside Gothenburg, we have been particularly
well inclined towards the woman in the prime
of life. While others directs their attention to
younger people we are strengthening our relation
to her.
We carry out regular customer surveys, in small
and large groups, to follow her development and get
to know her even better. This gives us a strong relationship with our customer and shows we are on the
right path in our efforts to be her best alternative.
Our customer thinks it is important to feel
attractive and that clothes are fun. Sometimes she
wants a bit of inspiration and help to find the right
thing. The price is important and she is often
pressed for time. Our customer buys not only for
herself but also makes purchases in the children’s

and men’s departments. When she shops she wants
it to be easy. Easy to find her way and easy to make
a purchase.
It is important to her that KappAhl works to
create good working conditions at suppliers and
avoids hazardous chemicals. The climate issue is
important and she wants to feel like she is making
a contribution, for example through recycling and
smarter washing.
Our customer wants to wear clothes that fit her
exact measurements and figure. Then everything
is perfect. That is why we honour diversity of
shapes and work very hard to create a flattering
cut for different body types.
At KappAhl she will find current fashion with
the right fit, presented in an inspiring way, so that
she can bring out her best.

OUR PROMISE

We are your fit and
style coach
We definitely have
a flattering cut
for different body types
We honour diversity
of shapes
We give you an inspiring and
simple shopping experience
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perfect

STYLE
fashion
shape
SHOP
easily
”CLOTHES PLAY
AN IMPORTANT ROLE
IN HOW I FEEL.
I WANT TO FEEL RIGHT
AND ATTRACTIVE.”
”I’M PERFECT
WHEN IT FEELS
PERFECT.”

”I want simple

inspiration so
I can bring out
more of me.

INSPIRATION

CLOTHES
MATTER!

We know that clothes play a major part in
life. Our customers agree. The choice of
clothes is a way of reflecting your personality and expressing yourself. Sometimes you
want to match your mood or an inner feeling,
and sometimes you want to influence feelings positively – to be at ease with yourself.
The gap between how you feel and what you
put on should never be too wide. Our customer does not want to be underdressed or
overdressed. Because how your clothes feel
affects your whole day.

sustainability
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... this year’s
”initiatives
will have

a positive impact
on earnings already
in the coming year.

		

Anders Düring, President/CEO

A YEAR WITH A FOCUS
ON DEVELOPMENT
As I sum up 2014–2015 I note that it has been an
intermediate year in terms of sales and earnings,
which I am not satisfied with. At the same time it
has been a year with good cost control, strong
cash flows and a solid balance sheet. Therefore
KappAhl has been able to powerfully implement
more major initiatives than ever. The fact is that
we increased investments by 100 per cent. Not to
consolidate a position, but to more successfully
meet changed consumer behaviour, increased
competition and other challenges linked to a longterm sustainable business.
MAJOR IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
We will get there by means of a clear brand,
attractive collections, inspiring purchasing ex
periences and effective underlying processes.
The initiatives to clarify what the KappAhl brand
stands for include an updated expression and attitude in our customer communication. This has
been themed this autumn with the help of a new
recording of the Roxette classic “The Look”. Our
assortment strategies are also subject to evaluation in connection with branding and the results
of this will be visible in stores in spring 2016.
Particularly important initiatives for an inspiring purchase experience include the continued
rollout of the new store concept, For You, that is
now in 27 of our stores. Also included is an
increased digital presence that has resulted in the
launch of Shop Online in Finland and Norway.
The year’s major logistics project will greatly
improve effectiveness of operations. By means of a
more accurate logistics chain we cut the volume of
inventories in stores by half. Apart from leading to
lower costs, this means that we can get goods to
the stores faster where sales are best. In addition

our employees can devote more time to serving
customers.
In fact we have never started as many major
activities as this year. Maintaining a high tempo
and having the right priorities in these initiatives
have been highest on our agenda during the year.
GROWTH
An example of how we seek new growth opportunities is the launch of stand-alone stores for
individual KappAhl brands. During the year we
successfully opened our first Newbie Store. In
October 2015 the second Newbie Store was opened
and later in the autumn another one will open, at
the same time as we are opening the first standalone store for the Hampton Republic 27 brand.
We see interesting opportunities for further developing these concepts and testing new business
and store models, which can also pave the way for
launching them in new geographical markets.
ATTRACTIVE COLLECTIONS
A number of attractive collections were launched
during the year. Everything from the sustainable
collection “Dreams through a Lens” photographed
by Mary McCartney, to collaboration with Glenn
Strömberg and the Hampton Republic 27 collection, which is going from strength to strength. We
continue to be strong on trousers for all our customer groups and the Newbie baby concept has
continued its successful development with more
sizes, home furnishings and our first standalone
Newbie Store, as I already mentioned.

THE
PAST YEAR
2014–2015
» Fast rollout of
the new store
concept.
» Increased digital
presence through
increased investments in Shop
Online and our
customer clubs.
» Major project to
improve the logistics flow from
production to
sale in store.
» Clarified brand in
relation to our
customer, the
woman in the
prime of life.
» L aunched a
sustainability
strategy; Future
Friendly Fashion
2020.

PROACTIVE SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES
Sustainability is important for society, for our
industry, our customers and for us. This is shown
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PRESIDENT/CEO ANDERS DÜRING ON THE PAST YEAR

is important
”forSustainability
society, for our industry,
our customers and for us.
3
95
ES

FOCUS FOR
2015–2016
» L aunch of new
assortment
s trategies.
» Implementation of
brand platform.
» R etain high tempo
in rollout of the
new store concept.
» Investments in
development in
digital channels.
» S hop Online to
open in Poland.
More Newbie
Stores and opening of first
Hampton Republic
27store. Continued
review of the store
network in Poland.
» Continued streamlining of the logistics chain and
goods handling in
stores.
» Continued work on
priority areas in
the sustainability
strategy.
Read more on
page 47.
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not least in the increasing interest in the subject.
As always, KappAhl devotes a lot of energy to the
associated issues and we have now decided to also
communicate our activities more clearly, not least
through this report. During the year we launched
our sustainability strategy “Future Friendly
Fashion 2020”, with nine objectives and associated activities. It is an important policy instrument in the sustainability work and can be read in
its entirety on our website.
Important areas include the climate, so this
year we conducted our first climate analysis,
showing where in the value chain we can do more
to reduce our climate impact. We are continuing
our work to ensure that working conditions at our
suppliers live up to the requirements of our code
of conduct.
As much as 24 per cent of our assortment is
sustainability-labelled and we are accelerating our
activities towards circular textile processing, for
example by increasing focus on a sustainable
design process. On this theme we have also
launched textile collecting in all Swedish stores,
which has been warmly received by our customers.
In all 38 tonnes of textiles were collected in the
first half of 2015. After the end of the year textile
collecting was also introduced in Norway and
Finland and we also have our sights set on Poland.
NOT SATISFIED WITH SALES AND EARNINGS
As I mentioned before, I am not satisfied with
this year’s sales and profitability, quite simply
because we are not achieving our targets. If we
examine the reasons more closely there are some
things that stick out. Sales were weak in two of
the year’s most important sales periods; May
and August. Having reduced the number of
stores from 377 to 368, converted 27 stores, met
with a weak economic situation in Finland and
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c onsiderable c hallenges
F Oin Poland, are other
contributory reasons.
The challenges in Poland, with reduced sales
and profitability, have meant that we have introduced an action programme to create stable oper
ations there. The measures will entail closing
unprofitable stores and at the same time concentrating operations to a smaller number of towns.
Our ambition is to achieve stable and profitable
operations in Poland as soon as possible.
Despite challenges in operations, cash flow has
been stable during the year, giving us the financial
muscle to develop business at an accelerating pace.
GOOD EFFECT ON PROFITABILITY WITH
INCREASED SALES
Ultimately the year’s initiatives will result in
positive effects on earnings already in the coming
year and we will achieve our target of a 10 per cent
operating margin. With the current cost structure
we will see a very good return when the sales volume increases. When we have got there we can
continue to expand, to new markets and with new
business approaches.
CHALLENGES FOR THE COMING YEAR
Much remains to be done to realise KappAhl’s
goals. Most important now is seeing that our
initiatives are bringing us into better contact with
our customer. To maintain this progress we need
to keep a powerful grip on our investments and
initiatives.
All in all the year’s initiatives, dedicated
colleagues and an attractive range are generating
business potential that makes me look forward to
the coming year at KappAhl.
ANDERS DÜRING
President and CEO

FOR US,
FASHION
IS ABOUT
ONE THING:
YOU

EMPLOYEES

We love

WORKING AT KAPPAHL

Much has happened since KappAhl was founded in a cellar in
1953. We now have about 4,000 employees at almost 400
workplaces in eight countries. The basic values that existed
then are still present.

CHALLENGES

» Further
s trengthening
the culture, thus
creating even
greater drive.
» Achieve increased
sales and profitability per employee and
hour worked.

OPPORTUNITIES

» Pleasant and wellliked workplace with
good development
potential.
» C an offer good
career opportunities
and international
experience.

THE YEAR’S
IMPORTANT
EVENTS

Completed 39,350
training hours throughout the Group | Developed a new form of
introduction for new
employees in the form
of e-learning | The
year’s employee survey
reported good results

14
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KappAhl is a well-liked workplace with a diversity of
challenges and opportunities for many people. There
is a place here for people who want to develop, try
working internationally and pursue a career. We have
clear goals and we follow up our efforts so that we
know we are moving in the right direction. Our corporate culture is of great importance here. It builds
on team spirit, creativity, clarity, energy and courage
– that together lead us towards desired results.
In many ways KappAhl is a large company, with
all the advantages that gives. At the same time, in
many ways we work like a small business, with all
its advantages in the form of flexibility and short
decision lines. Consequently it is easy to get a
response, which helps to keep our values alive.
With us everyone is given the opportunity to
talk about how we want to develop and the goals
we have. For example, we conduct an annual
employee survey, showing how the workplace is
perceived. Based on that we draw up plans for how
we should develop to achieve our goals.
There is great value in the competence that
exists in all parts of the business and above all in
the cross-fertilisation between them. Internal

OUR CULTURE
TEAM SPIRIT We cooperate
and interact in a professional
way.
CREATIVITY We are open
to new ideas and working
methods.

CLARITY We focus on
what is most important
and strive for simplicity.

ENERGY We are
committed, energetic
and persistent.
COURAGE We dare to

try out new things and
take responsibility.

training plays a key role in developing KappAhl
and its employees. Through the KappAhl Academy
courses and training programmes are offered to
employees at all levels. In 2014–2015 a total of
39,350 teaching hours were completed in everything
from sustainability to leadership. During the year
twelve employees completed a High Potential
programme; a training initiative in business
methods and leadership. The aim is to fulfil the
ambitions of KappAhl and employees while offering
interesting development opportunities in the area.
The programme covered both theory and problem-
solving directly linked to day-to-day work at
KappAhl. In addition the participants received
an individual development plan to follow. More
than 60 employees from all parts of the operations
applied for the twelve places.
We have also developed a new form of introduction for new employees, in the form of interactive
e-learning. Every employee has to complete it
before their first working day. We want to give
every new employee the best conditions for contributing to our customer’s experience of KappAhl
right from their first working day.

KEY RATIOS, EMPLOYEES
2014/2015

2013/2014

Total number of employees

4,104

4,035

Full time positions (restated)

2,885

2,953

Percentage of women

92.6

93.5

Average age

35.8

36.2

Staff turnover (%)

10.5

10.6

Training hours per person

9.5

10.4

Sickness absence (%)

5.9

5.9

HAPPY AT WORK
When KappAhl’s employees were given the
opportunity to rate KappAhl as a workplace in
the annual employee survey the score was high;
5.8 (5.8) out of 7. This is better than most in
retail, according to Mercuri International. We
also receive a high score from our employees as
regards sustainability work; 6.0 (6.0) out of 7.
In addition KappAhl offers good opportunities
to grow and develop within the company. Today
seven out of ten management and specialist
positions are recruited internally.

EMPLOYEES
XXXX
| XXXX

MAKE A
DIFFERENCE
A positive and fulfilling working climate means
that we have favourable conditions for developing KappAhl as we want. Here every individual, all teams and projects play important roles.
According to the latest employee survey 74
(75) per cent of the employees perceive their
work input to be very important for KappAhl.

OUR VALUE CHAIN

KappAhl contributes everything from value-for-money fashion to jobs,
social development and economic value all the way from design idea to
where we close the loop. At the same time we meet considerable challenges
at each stage. This includes attracting the right employees, creating attractive customer offers, working conditions in the production countries and
use of chemicals etc. We work intensively to create sustainable development
in all these issues, which you can read more about on the following pages.

DESIGN & PURCHASING

Employees in our design and purchasing department create almost 10,000 articles every year.
The most important questions here are to create
value-for-money fashion with a wide appeal and
to design for good quality and sustainable
use of raw materials, water, chemicals
and much more. READ MORE ON PAGE 18

1

2

PRODUCTION

KappAhl purchases production from 200 suppliers, the majority of them in Asia. We have production offices in China, Bangladesh, India and Turkey. The most essential issues are to m
 aintain
high quality and meet challenges linked to working conditions,
water consumption and the use of chemicals at the supplier
stage. READ MORE ON PAGE 24

CLOSING THE LOOP
CONSUMPTION

We have a garment in our stores for a few
days or weeks. The average customer uses
garments for 2.2 years, according to WRAP.
It is important to give the garments a longer life
than that and that they are cared for in a way
that reduces negative environmental impact.
When the customer has finished using the
garment we take it back for recycling.
READ MORE ON PAGE 40

5

KappAhl is to be part of the circular
e conomy, where material is reused or
r ecycled. To achieve this there must be
transparency and well-founded 
decisions throughout
the value chain.

4

3

LOGISTICS

Every year 50 million goods are moved to
our distribution centre and then distributed
to the sales area in stores. Here timing is
particularly important, so that the goods
reach customers at the right time, and that
we use environmentally effective methods
of transport. READ MORE ON PAGE 32

SALES & MARKETING

Hundreds of thousands of people visit our stores and
Shop Online every day. The most essential here is to
inspire and help the customer to quickly and simply
find their own look. Other important issues are
creating sustainable stores and making KappAhl’s
values visible. READ MORE ON PAGE 34
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THE VALUE CHAIN | DESIGN AND PURCHASING

DESIGN AND PURCHASING
Our design and purchasing department creates fashion that is
just right for our customer with the aim of building sustainability
into every seam.

CHALLENGES

»Creating an inspiring, attractive and
clear range for our
customer.
»Hit the mark as
regards trends,
sizes, season and
demand.
»Sustainable design
and purchasing
decisions.
»Ensuring high quality at the right price.

PURCHASING & DESIGN
0.4% of KappAhl’s
total climate impact.

OPPORTUNITIES

» Growing target
group that is often
overlooked by other
fashion companies.
» Increased demand
for clear fashion
concepts for the
woman in the prime
of life.
» More customers
demand sustainable
fashion.

18
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In the past year we have become even clearer in the
offer to our customer, which is evident in each
individual collection and in how the different collections interact.
At design and purchasing the choice of material
is a strategic question, to ensure a good margin
and supply in a long-term sustainable way. Just
now we are working to create competence around
sustainable design and enable sustainability to be
built into the garments already at the drawing

board. In that way the choice of sustainable
material and reduced consumption of resources
in the production phase is made easier. We also
focus on creating a high level of child safety and
reducing the use of chemicals.
Design and choice of materials also affect the
quality and life of the garments — the length of
time they “feel right” and can be used and washed,
which in combination have a great effect on our
environment.

DESIGNING VALUE-FOR-MONEY
FASHION WITH WIDE APPEAL

SHARE OF
NET SALES
Woman 48%
Kids 41%
Men 11%

Important events

DURING THE YEAR
Continued trouser successes with
Always Black | Increased focus on
sustainable design | Launch of the
sustainable collection “Dreams
through a Lens” photographed by
Mary McCartney | Launch of the
“Glenn Strömberg Collection” for men |
The preppy collection Hampton
Republic 27 growing stronger | Sustainability labelled garments increased
from 19 to 24 per cent | Success for the
sportswear collection Active Wear
continues | Increased baby collection
Newbie, with infant room furnishings

SUSTAINABLE ON THE DRAWING BOARD
More than 80 per cent of a product’s environmental
impact is determined at the drawing board. Our designers
and purchasers make sustainable choices every day, but
we need to create the conditions for more systematic work
to live up to our sustainable design criteria. These include
the possibility of recycling, minimising resources, quality
and choice of material. Our goal is that all products
should meet our sustainability criteria by 2020.

DESIGN THAT SHOWS

THE BEST SIDE

We design fashion for women and men in the
prime of life and for children aged 0–14. We
focus specially on women and help them to
bring out their best side, regardless of
whether they are at work, having a coffee in
town or at a party. The collections include
complete wardrobes, everything from underwear to outdoor clothing and accessories.

THEChic
DENIM LOOK

THE VALUE CHAIN | DESIGN AND PURCHASING

The look

KAPPAHL’S PHILOSOPHY

Fashion today is about your style and your personality; your look. Not individual garments or broad
trends. Nor is it driven by the large fashion houses or
fashion magazines.
Instead fashion is created by strong and trendsetting personalities in the music, film and blog
world. Today we look for people with a personality
who wear the clothes. People who create a style, an
attitude, a content for the clothes. Quite simply a
lifestyle.
This is also KappAhl’s design philosophy. We want
to contribute to the customer’s unique style, not
individual garments or a trend just for today. The
Look will create her style, amplify her personality
and always create a good inner feeling.
In autumn 2015 five looks will be launched in
succession: The Chic Denim Look, The Always Black
Look, The Must-have Look, The Wellbeing Look and
The Hot Look to the tones of the Roxette classic
“The Look” in an updated version.

NEWBIE HOME
FOR THE LITTLE
ONES’ ROOMS

In spring 2015 the successful Newbie collection, in
which all the cotton is organic, was extended to
include infant-room furnishings. The assortment
includes bedlinen, baby blankets, storage and other
fine furnishing products for the very smallest. The
customers who buy Newbie recognise both design
and expression, as well as the sustainable idea, for
example in our beautiful patchwork and rag rugs
made out of left-over fabric from production.

20
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LIKE A STAR
The glamorous collection “Wear it like a star”
was launched in autumn 2014. The campaign
was photographed by the world famous Terry
O’Neill, who has taken legendary photographs of Madonna and Elton John, among
others. The Swedish actor and model
Izabella Scorupco fronted the campaign.

24% sustainability
labelled fashion

PURE EDUCATION
This year our designers and purchasers
have started to learn about cleaner and
more resource-effective production via
wise decisions already in the design and
purchasing process. Completely in line
with our sustainability strategy!

In 2014–2015 the sustainability labelled
share of KappAhl’s range increased from
19 to 24 per cent. When we conducted a
large questionnaire among our customers,
increased access to environmentally friendlier fabrics and reduced use of chemicals
came top. These are two important challenges that are high on our agenda. The as yet
limited supply of sustainable material is one
of our great challenges. We follow the supply
carefully and participate in important
projects that move development forward.

”I fell for the idea

THE HIDDEN

DESIGN

of a sustainable
collection that
can have a
long life
Mary McCartney

Dreams
THROUGH A LENS

The classically timeless summer collection
“Dreams through a Lens” was launched in
2015 in collaboration with the world famous
photographer Mary McCartney, who is
highly committed to sustainability issues.
The collection is entirely produced in
sustainable fabrics – organic cotton,
organic linen and recycled polyester.
This means less consumption of water,
energy and chemicals in production. In
addition the classical cut means the
g arments will live longer.

That feeling, when your jeans are so
snug that you don’t want to take them
off, or your dress clings beautifully to
your curves. That’s thanks to the
hidden design. Our design and
purchasing department is
phenomenal at producing the
perfect fit for every
g arment and checking
every little detail, so
that everything sits
perfectly.
The clothes are
not only fitted on
mannequins.
A couple of
times a week
real people
with the right
measurements
come in and try
the clothes on,
move about in them
and say what they
think. And we do a lot of
trying on ourselves too!
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The fashion lab
KAPPAHL’S DESIGN IS BORN HERE
All the clothes sold in KappAhl’s stores are
designed in the design studio at the head office
in Mölndal. In the creative open environment
anything from uneven seams to sales successes
are discussed.
“The pace is high and the studio is an
incredibly inspiring environment since it is so
open. It means that everyone keeps tabs on
what others are doing and that always gives
new ideas,” says Isabelle Bodin, who is a
design assistant.
The premises are large and light, with windows from floor to ceiling and a long balcony
along one side. This is where 35 designers
work to ensure that the women’s, men’s and
kid’s departments always have the best to
offer their customers.
Inspiration for new collections comes from all
directions: partly from our own customer surveys and assortment council with store representatives, partly from travel and fashion weeks,
trend websites, magazines and trend spotting of
anything from architecture to gardens.

The largest trends are picked up by
KappAhl’s designers far in advance, but in
parallel we also need to work at a faster pace
and with shorter decision lines when new
trends turn up and must be quickly added
to the assortment. In that case suppliers in
Turkey, for example, are engaged with
shorter delivery times.
Normally work is in progress on up to
three seasons at a time and garments and
collections are sketched and delib-erated
over that only turn up in the stores about
9–12 months later.
The pattern constructors play an important
part in reinterpreting the designers’ ideas and
sketches into patterns and instructions. They
create patterns, make measurement lists,
change samples and participate in fittings.
The purchasers decide what is to be manufactured, how much and when. They also set
the prices and negotiate with our suppliers in
collaboration with our own office in the production countries.

MANY
DIFFERENT
OCCUPATIONS

Many different experiences, skills and occu
pational roles are needed
to be completely successful in design and
purchasing. Among the
109 employees there are
design and purchasing
managers, designers,
design assistants,
controllers, purchasers,
purchasing assistants
and pattern constructors.
It is a female-dominated
workplace. Only two
employees are men.

THE VALUE CHAIN | PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION

Our production is with 200 suppliers mainly in Asia but also in
Europe. We create long-term partnerships to move the work
forward in sustainability, quality and efficiency.

CHALLENGES

» Good suppliers in
terms of quality, price
and sustainability,
for example working
conditions and living
wage at all stages of
production.
» Cleaner production, in
terms of water, energy
and chemicals.
» Access to sustainably
cultivated raw materials, such as BCI cotton.
» E xchange rate effects
on purchase prices.

PRODUCTION
45.4% of KappAhl’s
total climate impact.

OPPORTUNITIES
» K nowledge transfer
to suppliers, for
higher quality and
productivity.

» Contribute to sound
working conditions in
countries of
production.
» U tilise flexibility of
not having our own
factories.
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Almost 90 per cent of our purchases are made from
our suppliers in Asia. The number of suppliers has
fallen to 200 (230) during the year; an effect of our
wanting fewer and more in-depth relations. Our
sustainability strategy is the starting point in dealing with our sustainability challenges in production.
This covers working conditions and living wages,

418 FACTORY VISITS
This year 418 (483) inspections and follow-ups were
made. The decrease is due in part to 15 per cent fewer
suppliers and a reduced number of supplier changes. The
improvements on the basis of action plans have also
reduced the necessity. Read more on pages 27 and 31.

Important events

DURING THE YEAR
Carried out 190 inspections and 228
follow-up visits to factories | Improved
safety in factories thanks to the Bangladesh Accord on Fire and Building Safety |
Trained a total of 1,950 farmers in sustainable cotton farming in India | Growing partnerships for cleaner production in
India and Bangladesh | Preparations for
buying production in Myanmar | More
effective logistics in production

sustainable material, creating cleaner production
and achieving reduced use of water, energy and
chemicals. Our binding code of conduct is the policy
instrument in the work, as are the guidelines for
production and quality. We have production offices
in Bangladesh, India, China and Turkey, which deal
with the day-to-day contacts with our suppliers.

2014/2015

2013/2014

Number of inspections

190

229

Number of follow-up visits

228

254

Number of factories

354

389

Approved, %

53

53

Temporarily approved, %

33

32

Unsatisfactory, %

1

2

Not inspected*, %

13

13

* Annual Report 2014, part 2, page 48, GRI note LA14.

CHILD LABOUR NOT ACCEPTABLE
KappAhl has zero tolerance of child labour. Our code of conduct
defines child labour in accordance with ILO Convention No. 138.
We encourage our suppliers to draw up and apply policies and
procedures to ensure that children are not employed in their own
operations or by sub-contractors and state how important it is to
check the age of job applicants. We have a clear plan for how we
are to act if child labour is encountered. It means we act for the
best possible solution until the legal working age is reached.
This year we identified one case, in China. An under-age girl was
working during a summer vacation. When we discovered this she
had to leave, but continued to receive the statutory minimum
wage until school started.

CLEAR REQUIREMENTS
IN BINDING

CODE OF CONDUCT
When signing a framework agreement with
KappAhl suppliers undertakes to follow our
code of conduct and work to meet the high
requirements in their operations and part of
the value chain. We make regular evaluations
and contribute knowledge to our suppliers.
On matters relating both to people and the
environment. Our code of conduct is available
to read at www.kappahl.com/sustainability.
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Sustainable and
SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN BCI COTTON
KappAhl is using more and more sustainably
cultivated cotton in its clothes. In 2014–2015
the share increased from 19 to 24 per cent.
An important step in this direction is the
membership of the Better Cotton Initiative
(BCI) organisation.
BCI trains cotton farmers in cultivation of
cotton with less water and chemicals, which is
positive for the environment and the health of
the workers. BCI has many other advantages.
Not least as regards conditions for the farmers,
workers and their families. The money saved by
the farmer by using less water, chemicals and
fertilizers goes for example to higher wages for
employees and schooling for the children.
BCI cotton accounted for almost 9 per
cent of the world’s cotton according to the
latest report, for 2014. It is cultivated by 1.2
million farmers in more than 20 countries
worldwide. The volumes are increasing substantially, from year to year. The target is to
Photo © Better Cotton Initiative

have 5 million BCI farmers together manufacturing 30 per cent of the world’s cotton in 2020.
To achieve this extensive training efforts
are required. On average a farmer has about
two hectares of land, which is the size of a
large garden. So millions of farmers need
training. Often whole villages learn to farm
according to the BCI.
In the 2014–2015 financial year KappAhl
trained 1,950 (1,439) farmers in accordance
with the BCI’s guidelines and during the year
the first garments made of BCI farmed cotton
were sold in our stores.
OUR SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS*
Öko-Tex 43.6%
Organic cotton 38.6%
BCI-cotton 8.0%
Mixed BCI cotton 4.3%
Mixed organic cotton 3.2%
Lyocell 1.3%
Recycled polyester 0.5%
* See the complete list in part 2 of the
Annual Report, page 46, GRI note EN2.

CLEANER PRODUCTION, CLEANER WATER
Producing textiles is resource-intensive.
Consequently KappAhl is involved in several projects to create cleaner production
in terms of raw materials and manufacture of fabrics and garments. One of the
larger projects is Partnership for Cleaner
Textile, PaCT, which covers 84 per cent of
our producers in Bangladesh. According to
the latest report from PaCT, in summer
2015, the average water consumption has
decreased by 25 per cent per year in the
participating factories. And emissions of
greenhouse gases have decreased by
64,000 tonnes on an annual basis.
SWAR, Sustainable Water Resources, is
a comparable project in India. It was run
for two years together with the Sweden
Textile Water Initiative, STWI, Lindex

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
In relation to all our suppliers our code of conduct
and guidelines for production function as policy
instruments on matters concerning the environment. For example suppliers with wet processing
are required to have water purification systems.

10 LARGE SUPPLIERS

In 2014/2015 the 10 largest suppliers accounted for
30 (28) per cent of our purchases. Almost 90 per
cent of our goods are manufactured in Asia. Focused
production means increased control and quality.

and Indiska, with support from Sida. It
covered a total of 42 suppliers, 14 of which
supply KappAhl and account for almost 70
per cent of our purchases from the country.
Apart from proposing improvements,
workshops and training programmes were
implemented with a total of 13,000 factory
employees. In 2014 water savings of 284 million litres were reported and the use of
chemicals decreased by 1,064 tonnes. The
suppliers’ investments in improvements
resulted in a return of 450 per cent already
in the first year. In 2015 the project grew to
include several Indian states and four other
countries, targeting more than 120 suppliers.
The project is now part of the Sweden
Textile Water Initiative, STWI, and will
run for a further four years.

FACTORIES APPROVED
UNDER OUR CODE
When we carry out inspections and follow up visits to our factories we use a
three-level scale to rate the units. It
moves from Unsatisfactory to Approved,
where Unsatisfactory means that the
production unit does not meet the basic
requirements and will therefore not be
used for KappAhl production.
Temporarily approved means that the
production unit meets the basic requirements but for continued production is
required to make considerable improvements within 12 months, which must be
verified. Approved means that the unit
meets the requirements, which does not
preclude continued improvements.
As the table on page 24 shows, 13
per cent of the factories have not been
inspected by KappAhl. Production in
these is carried out via agents that are
inspected via externally certified
organisations.
Read more on our work on the code of
conduct on page 31.

SPOT CHECKS GIVE

HIGH QUALITY
To maintain high quality and discover any
production faults early on we make careful
production checks. These are carried out
both by our own employees and by external
independent laboratories. As a rule two
checks per order are carried out. This means
that we have quality assurance managers in
place most of the time at our large suppliers.
The efforts yield good results. The proportion of complaints from customers is only
0.2 (0.2) per cent. The most common
complaint is a hole in the fabric.

LOCAL IMPACT
KappAhl is to contribute to local development
where we operate. This is particularly important
in the countries where we buy raw materials and
production. Our work is based on our sustainability
strategy where our focus includes educating
v ulnerable women, participating in initiatives
that strengthen women’s rights and achieving fair
wages. Read about our projects on pages 28–31.
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FIRST CLIMATE
ANALYSIS IN PLACE

RESPONSIBLE USE OF CHEMICALS
To ensure that no forbidden chemicals
are used in production, which for example
could lead to allergic reactions, KappAhl
works on the basis of our No Risk process. It
entails thousands of random sample checks
on finished goods in independent authorised laboratories. Tests are carried out at all
suppliers. Children’s clothes have priority,
and then clothes that are worn next to the
skin, such as underwear, t-shirts and vests.
During the year 1,351 tests were carried out,
96.5 per cent of which were satisfactory.
KappAhl also works on environmental
projects in production, where suppliers
are trained in using less water, energy and
chemicals. This is not just about excluding
hazardous chemicals, but also about water
purification and emissions reduction.

AMBITIOUS TARGETS
In 2020 all cotton in KappAhl’s collections
must be sustainably produced. This is one
of the goals of our sustainability strategy.
We have been working on these issues
for many years but have become even clearer
and introduced measurable goals. This is a
condition for being a successful fashion
company in the long term. Take for example
water consumption in the textile factories
in Bangladesh. If it does not decrease and
become cleaner the cost of pumping up water
will increase substantially in the near future.
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KappAhl has good contacts with several
international laboratories and collaborates
with the Swedish Chemicals Group to promote and keep up to date with the latest
research. We are also part of several networks
for chemicals. The objective is better chemicals management throughout the industry,
where KappAhl is at the forefront and is in
favour of stricter statutory requirements.
During the year we banned another
eight chemicals in our products. These
include benzotriazoles and cadmium
fluoride. This is shown in our Test and
Manufacturing Guide, which is our most
important policy instrument as regards
the use of chemicals. It is also possible
to read our chemicals restrictions at
www.kappahl.com/sustainability

”... banned
another eight
chemicals in
our products.

KappAhl strives towards becoming a climate
neutral business. A first step towards this is to
carry out a climate analysis in accordance
with the Greenhouse Gas Protocol Corporate
Value Chain Standard (scope 3), which covers
the entire value chain from cultivation of raw
materials to the customer’s use of the clothes.
We did this for the first time this year, and it is
entirely based on our operations in 2014/2015.
The result indicates that most of the
emissions took place at the supplier stage in
connection with cultivation and manufacture,
but also when the customer travelled to and
from the store and washed the clothes. This
insight helps us to focus our efforts where
they have the greatest benefit. In 2014–2015
our emissions of greenhouse gases amounted
to 433,107 tonnes CO2e, or 9 kg CO2e per
garment. Read more on our emissions in part
2 of the Annual Report, page 46.

LIST OF FACTORIES
On KappAhl’s website you will find a list of the
factories that our suppliers use to produce our
clothes. We have published this since autumn
2013 at www.kappahl.com/sustainability

NOW ALSO IN MYANMAR
In 2015 KappAhl prepared to start buying
production from Myanmar. Here we follow
the organisation Business for Social
Responsibility (BSR) Principles of Responsible Sourcing, and we are part of the BSR’s
Myanmar Responsible Sourcing Working
Group. As an example a decision has been
taken on the level of the minimum wage.
One challenge in the country is the existence of child labour, which we do not
tolerate under our code of conduct.

Vulnerable women gain
INDEPENDENCE WITH OUR TRAINING
In Bangladesh far too often the birth of a girl is still seen
as something unfortunate. Sisters often receive less food
than their brothers for their entire childhood and as adults
women are still today not allowed to make decisions or
have access to resources. We want to contribute to
change on this point. We do this by offering training,
which paves the way to earning a living and a more
independent life for women and their children.
In 2010 our training centre for vulnerable women,
in the outskirts of Dhaka, was started. Here we receive
women from the age of 18 upwards, who come from really
poor circumstances and lack a formal education. Seeing
them grow day by day is a powerful experience.
Half of the population of Bangladesh lack basic reading
and arithmetic skills. Therefore the participants learn to
write their own name and count to a hundred at the
beginning of the training. Women’s rights, health and
safety are other subjects that are taught alongside sewing
and dressmaking. Each participant receives a financial

contribution during their period of study and they are
offered medical care and medicine where necessary. All
the women are offered work after the training and there
are examples of previous students now having achieved
positions of responsibility. This year 91 women, who
together have 146 children, received training. Since the
start in 2010 about 400 women have completed the
three-month training.
We also support the Hunger Project, a global organisation that helps poor people to start their own companies
and take control of their lives. In India, for example,
women have received education so that they dare to sit
on the village councils and thus gain more influence. The
Hunger Project is well in line with our values at KappAhl.
Seeing people’s potential and giving them the opportunity to change their lives, under their own steam.
We think all women should be allowed to control their
own lives. And that all women should be allowed to be
themselves.
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Major steps with the Accord
Since 2013 KappAhl has been part of the “Accord on
Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh”, a project to
ensure a safer and more secure working environment
for millions of textile workers in the country.
More than 200 international industry colleagues,
trade unions and employee organisations participate
in the Accord. It was started as a direct effect of the
disaster in the Rana Plaza factory outside Dhaka, with
1,100 dead and 2,500 injured, in April 2013. Since then
more than 1,500 factories have been inspected, which

is described in the latest report from the Bangladesh
Accord Foundation, from August 2015.
KappAhl devotes a lot of energy to helping to
improve safety. According to the Accord’s Chief Safety
Inspector the efforts of KappAhl and the other participants have saved lives already, thanks to fires and
accidents in factories being avoided. The improvements are due both to the factory premises being better
equipped and to increased knowledge and increased
safety awareness among owners and factory workers.

The code &
THE WORK ENVIRONMENT AT SUPPLIERS
KappAhl wants to contribute to long-term
sustainable development in the countries and
factories we buy goods from, as regards social
issues, the environment and ethics. Here our
sustainability strategy, code of conduct and
cooperation with suppliers is of great significance in our management.
The code of conduct, which all suppliers
undertake to follow, covers important areas
such as forced labour, child labour, the freedom of association and organisation, wages
and working hours as well as safety at the
workplace, but also environmental aspects
linked to the use of water, energy and chemicals. In addition the suppliers undertake to
follow our requirements concerning business
ethics and corruption when they work with us.
As regards working conditions the risk of
violations is greatest in working hours and
levels of remuneration. In Bangladesh, where
generally speaking there is a lot of overtime
work, there is a law on double remuneration
for overtime work. In India we have had
some new suppliers who initially did not
want to pay overtime and in China piecework
remuneration rates are often used, which

entail a risk of long working days and
restricted leave. These issues are regularly
discussed with suppliers.
We are on site with our major suppliers
almost daily, thanks to our ongoing quality
control work. In addition, our staff who work
on the code of conduct make hundreds of
inspections and follow-up visits, as well as
conducting a regular dialogue, which is of
great importance in the work on the code.
If we discover that a supplier is violating
our code of conduct with regard to working
hours or remuneration levels, for example,
we try to achieve improvements rather than
discontinuing the collaboration and leaving
the factory workers. This is done by helping
the supplier to draw up a plan of action, for
instance.
Placing of orders is limited or stopped if a
supplier does not cooperate, a factory does
not live up to the basic re-quirements or does
not carry out promised improvements, which
happens in isolated cases. During the year
collaboration has been discontinued with
four suppliers, two each in China and India,
for non-compliance with the code of conduct.

THE VALUE CHAIN | LOGISTICS

LOGISTICS

Our products are needed where they do the most good. Out on the
store floor, with our salespeople and customers. Getting there
requires a well-oiled machine all the way from factory to hanger.

CHALLENGES

» Timing and effectiveness, so that the right
product is at the right
store at the right time
and at the right price.
» Climate change
lead to a greater
need for environmentally effective
transportation.
» Deficient working
conditions in parts of
the transport sector.

LOGISTICS
7,5% of KappAhl’s
total climate impact.

OPPORTUNITIES

» Increased utilisation
of coordination
gains resulting from
KappAhl’s size.
» Further develop
KappAhl’s existing
environmentally and
cost effective distribution solutions.
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Storage space in our stores is limited, since areas must
preferably be used for selling. That is why the timing
of distribution is important. The goods should be out
on the store floor among salespeople and customers,
in the right store at the right time. In that way we can
increase sales and reduce the need for price reductions. Working to increase efficiency in logistics is

MEMBER OF THE CLEAN
SHIPPING NETWORK
KappAhl promotes increased sustainability in shipping.
Through membership of the Clean Shipping Network
we receive information about shipping companies’

Important events

DURING THE YEAR
Implemented improvements in the
entire supply chain from factory to
store floor, with the aim of halving
store inventories and the time spent
by employees on inventories |
Converted the distribution centre to
handle the new logistics arrangement |
Volume of waste at the distribution
centre decreased by almost 10 per cent

also in line with our sustainability work, as it leads
to reduced emissions per garment. For example,
we ship 96 per cent of the goods from the production
countries to our distribution centre by sea. KappAhl
coordinates logistics and has a common distribution
centre for the entire group. Each year almost 50
million items pass through the facility.

e nvironmental work, which gives us good reference data
when selecting a carrier. Our aim is to only use shipping
companies verified according to the Clean Shipping Index.
In 2014-2015 that figure was 80 per cent. The network also
works lower down in the value chain. This year we and the
other members challenged shipping companies the world
over to take greater responsibility as regards shipbreaking.
We now see that more shipping companies are taking a
position as part of this challenge.

SEA TRANSPORT RATHER
THAN AIR TRANSPORT
In 2015 we conducted our first climate analysis. It indicates that transportation accounts for 7.5 per cent of our total climate impact. One way
of reducing the impact is to choose sea transport rather than air transport, for example, and we impose environmental requirements on our
carriers regardless of the mode of transport. In addition there is group
shipment and smart packing so that the filling ratio is high. We thus
reduce both costs and environmental impact per product shipped.
DISTRIBUTION OF MODES OF TRANSPORT
from country of production to distribution centre
Sea 96.4 (98.0)%
Air 1.5 (0.8)%
Rail 1.4 (0.5)%
Road 0.7 (0.5)%

BETTER FLOW OF
GOODS FOR
INCREASED SALES
In 2015 KappAhl finely adjusted its flow
of goods, all the way from packing in the
production countries to store areas and
meeting the customer.
The aim in the long run is to halve
stores’ inventories and employees’ working hours spent on inventories. Instead, a
higher proportion of goods are to be out in
the store and employees will have more
time to help customers. Ultimately the
improvements are to lead to increased
sales and gross profit.
The pre-analysis carried out also
indicates that the new working method is
positive from the sustainability perspective. For example emissions per shipped
product are expected to be lower.
The first deliveries with the new arrangement were made in July 2015, after intensive preparatory work. The project will
continue to be implemented in 2015–2016.
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INCREASED FOCUS ON

SALES AND SERVICE
The retail trade has changed in recent years.
Competition and patterns of consumption
entail new requirements. Customers want
more service and personal treatment. Our
new store concept and efforts to create more
time for customers on the store floor are two
examples of what we are doing to meet the
new conditions.

SALES

Every day we meet hundreds of thousands of customers and help
them to find their unique look, what makes them feel perfect. We do
it in our 400 or so stores, via our customer club and Shop Online.

In 2014 our greatest initiative ever was launched;
the inviting store concept For You that was rolled
out at a fast pace during the year. The work with
our customer club, Life & Style by KappAhl, is
successful, with a high sales share and resulting
loyalty.
Reduced energy consumption and waste volume,

SALES OF
SEK 4.6 BILLION

Sales fell by 3.3 per cent compared with the previous
year, due to a continued tough market.

sustainable store fittings, information on
sustainable choices to customers and ethically
sound marketing are important long-term
sustainability challenges that we are working
on. During the year we have seen p
 rogress in
customer communication on sustainability and
procurement of renewable energy.

3,000
2,000

» Inspire and help customers to easily find
the right look.

1,000

Sweden Norway Finland
2013/2014

Important events

» Increase sales in
comparable stores
and the number of
goods per customer.
» More effective
replenishment
procedures that
give more time for
serving customers.

SALES IN OUR MARKETS, SEK MILLION

0

CHALLENGES

Poland

2014/2015

DURING THE YEAR

LIFE & STYLE GEARING UP

Rolled out the new store concept,
For You, in 27 stores | First stand-alone
Newbie Store opened in Stockholm | Shop
Online successfully launched in Norway
and Finland | Successful campaigns in
collaboration with world-famous photo
graphers | Updating the brand platform
| New campaign concept, “The Look”,
with a modern version of the Roxette
classic | Customer club continues strong
development | First airing of the model
competition She’s got the Look on
Swedish television, where the winner was
given a model contract with KappAhl

The work of digitising the customer club
Life & Style by KappAhl continued during the
year. The launch in Norway in autumn 2014
was a success. In the first two weeks the
customer club app was the most downloaded
in the country and it now has more than 80,000
active members. The app will be launched in
all sales markets in 2016. Apart from bonus and
personal offers, on-line shopping will be integrated into the app, so that customers can shop
directly in the app and the content will be even
more tailored to the individual.

» R educe energy
consumption and
waste volume.

SALES
7.5% of KappAhl’s
total climate impact.

OPPORTUNITIES

» KappAhl is a
sought-after tenant
in store properties.
» Augment the
customer experience
via stores in combination with Shop Online.
» Clearer presentation
of looks and more
focus on in-store
service, for
increased sales.
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For You
NEW STORE CONCEPT ROLLED OUT

27

STORES WERE CONVERTED
DURING THE YEAR
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In autumn 2014 the new store concept, For
You, was launched. It is one of KappAhl’s
greatest investments ever. The goal is clear:
the new stores are to inspire and help the customer to simply find her unique look. The pace
of the conversion to the new concept is fast –
to date 27 stores have been converted and the
same number is planned for the coming year.
As soon as you step into a For You store you
notice the difference – in everything from how
the light falls on the walls and clothes to the
position of the fitting rooms and cash point.
Our sustainability concept Future
Friendly Fashion is a natural part of For
You, where the environmentally friendly
store fittings have been produced in line

with the Swan label criteria and supplemented by a light and warm colour scale.
This means the store feels welcoming and
more thought-out – quite simply “more for
me” as a customer.
This is no coincidence. We have talked a
lot to our customers about what they want
when they shop before we formulated the
new concept.
Already now we can note that For You
has been well received by our customers.
This is shown both in customer surveys and
in sales at the converted stores.
The time spent by customers in the
stores and average purchases are also
clearly higher in the converted stores.

FINE AS I AM

bildbyr åbild för

ski ss

For the second year in a row KappAhl
invited children to design t-shirts that
describe what “fine as I am” means to
them. The competition was part of
KappAhl’s campaign to support the
work of children’s organisations by
highlighting the message that all children and young people are fine just as
they are. In Sweden KappAhl supports
Bris, in Norway Kors på Halsen, in Finland the Mannerheim League for Child
Welfare and in Poland the Nobody’s
Children Foundation (FDN).

OUR BRANDS GET THEIR OWN STORES
An important part of our plan for KappAhl
is to develop our strong brands and make
them available for more people. A step in
that direction is to open stand-alone stores.
The first stand-alone store for the popular Newbie baby collection Newbie, the

Newbie Store, opened in autumn 2014 and
has been a sales success from the start.
Another two Newbie Stores will open in
autumn 2015.
In November 2015 the first store for the
Hampton Republic 27 brand will open.

SOUND IDEALS

IN OUR ADVERTISING
We stand for sound ideals. Everyone is fine as they are.
Our goal is for the customers to feel perfect, and to help
them highlight “more of me”. That is why our policy is to
use models and mannequins with healthy shapes and we
do not sell garments that may be perceived as offensive.
We also consider our marketing carefully before launch.
Our approach has meant we have had few complaints
against our marketing in recent years, which is otherwise relatively common in the fashion industry. In 2014–
2015 there were three complaints to the Swedish Advertising Ombudsman for alleged gender discrimination in
the Wear it Like a Star campaign. KappAhl was cleared.

TOUGH IN POLAND

Our stores in Poland have gone through a
tough period. During the year measures
were therefore taken to concentrate operations to a smaller number of towns and
introduce Shop Online in November 2015.
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FLAGSHIP STORE

IN STOCKHOLM
Just after the end of the year, in September
2015, a new flagship store opened on Drottninggatan in Stockholm. The store is packaged in a
more exclusive version of KappAhl’s new store
concept, For You. The bottom floor is in the form
of an inviting showroom. On the second floor
there are women’s, men’s and kid’s departments
and a Newbie shop-in-shop.

THE VALUE CHAIN | CONSUMPTION

CONSUMPTION

When customers leave the store our commitment continues. We
help them to take good care of their clothes, offer textile collecting
and support research into extracting fibres from used textiles.

CHALLENGES

» A lways to be interesting and relevant
to our customer.
» The high pace of
consumption
demands that we
reduce our use of
resources and re-use
and recycle more.
» The consumer often
lacks sufficient
knowledge of sustainable clothing care.

CONSUMPTION
39.3% of KappAhl’s
total climate impact.

OPPORTUNITIES

»B
 etter management
of resources and
finances, thanks
among other things
to resource efficiency and recycling.
» Increased accuracy
and loyalty in relation to the customer.
» Perceived as a longterm attractive and
trustworthy fashion
chain.
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When customers leave our store with new clothes in
their bag the journey has only started for the garments.
How that journey progresses is of great significance
for sustainability and for how we are regarded. On
average the garments will be used for just over two
years, and be washed several times, which means a
large environmental impact. We work to help customers to take care of their clothes sustainably during

HELPING THE
CUSTOMER TO TAKE
CARE OF CLOTHES
Important events

DURING THE YEAR
Textile collecting in all Swedish stores |
Customer survey on 1,500 women’s
attitude to KappAhl and fashion |
Customer survey of 2,500 customers
on sustainability

that time, among other things by means of good
washing instructions. And to return them to us for
recycling or re-use when it’s time for something new.
Understanding our customers is crucial. By this
we don’t just mean the clothes they want, but also
their attitude to sustainability. That is why we
regularly conduct customer surveys that pinpoint
what is most important.

KappAhl’s clothes must be of high quality with a cut that can
be used for a long time. By helping customers take care of
them correctly they last even longer. For example, it is smart
to avoid the tumble dryer and fabric conditioner, as well as to
wash in a lower temperature. This is better for the environment
as well. Just reducing the temperature from 60 to 40 degrees
cuts energy consumption by almost half. There are more tips
in the “Wash Right” brochure on our website.

THIS IS WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS THINKS
We love talking to our customers. This year we interviewed 1,500
women about their view of us and fashion in general. It provided
useful information for our updated brand platform. This year we
also conducted our first customer survey ever on sustainability, in
which 5,600 members of the Swedish customers’ club responded
to questions about what they think is important, but also how they
think KappAhl is performing in the area. Most important for customers is that KappAhl works on quality, sustainable materials,
chemicals and for better working conditions at suppliers.

38 TONNES
OF TEXTILES
COLLECTED
In the Nordic countries we throw away on
average eight kilos of textiles per person
as household garbage every year. That is
not sustainable in the long term. The fact
is that more than 95 per cent of what is
thrown away can have a longer life.
Therefore, since January 2015 we have
been collecting old clothes, textiles and
shoes in all KappAhl’s Swedish stores.
In total 38 tonnes of textiles have been
collected during the year. The initiative,
which goes under the name Wear, Love
and Give Back, will be introduced in Norway and Finland in October 2015. The
aim is for Polish stores to start textile
collection in 2016.
This is one of the ways we work to give
clothes a longer life and for example be
recycled into new material. In addition
we are members of the Textiles for Recyc
ling Initiative (T4RI), and actively follow
other interesting development projects
and initiatives for more effective recycling of used textiles.

BUSINESS CONCEPT
VISION

MISSION

KappAhl is to be
a significant fashion
chain in northern
Europe
Value-for-money fashion
with wide appeal

This is the vision that drives KappAhl forward.
Every input, every change, every decision is to
ultimately lead to the vision.

KappAhl’s mission is “Value-for-money fashion
with wide appeal” – for women, men and children.
We particularly target women in the prime of life.

STRATEGY
KappAhl’s strategy for achieving increased sales
and profitability is based on our creating:
• customer focus in all we do.
• a clear position in the market and in our main
target group.
• a n attractive experience in our stores.

• increased accessibility for customers, including
via online shopping.
• more points of contact and a stronger relation to
customers, via digital communication.
• integration of sustainability in all we do.

BUSINESS MODEL
We are a fully integrated fashion chain that offers
our customers a range that is good value, of our
own design and often renewed. Our products are
manufactured at the best price in large volumes
throughout the world. The supply chain, from production to customer, is through a highly effective
logistics chain. Using effective customer communication we build brand awareness and loyalty as
well as drive traffic to our stores.
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We meet our customers in inspired self-
selection stores in good locations and through
Shop Online. Chain operation is central to the
entire business and to achieve economies of scale.
Our drivers are a business-like approach, cost
effectiveness and sustainability. All in all this
means that we can create a long-term attractive
offer with wide appeal.

SWEDEN

NORWAY

Net sales, SEK million: 2,516 (2,552)

Net sales, SEK million: 1,196 (1,226)

Number of stores: 167 (166)

Number of stores: 100 (101)

Shop Online: Yes

Shop Online: Yes

Average number of full-time positions
(restated): 1,417 (1,418)*

Average number of full-time positions
(restated): 601 (623)

Competitors: H&M, Lindex,
Dressmann, Cubus and others

Competitors: H&M, Lindex,
Dressmann, Cubus and others

FINLAND

POLEN

Net sales, SEK million: 562 (603)

Net sales, SEK million: 314 (350)

Number of stores: 61 (63)

Number of stores: 40 (47)

Shop Online: Yes

Shop Online: To be launched November 2015

Average number of full-time positions (restated): 356 (377)

Average number of full-time positions (restated): 365 (390)

Competitors: H&M, Lindex, Dressmann and others

Competitors: C&A, Zara, Vistula, H&M, Reserved and others

OUR
MARKET

* A part from store staff this also includes all employees at KappAhl’s head office and distribution centre in Mölndal.
We have production offices in Bangladesh, India, China and Turkey with a total of 146 (145) employees.

KappAhl has stores in Sweden, Norway, Finland
and Poland as well as Shop Online in all markets
except Poland, where it will be launched in
November 2015. Sweden is KappAhl’s single
largest market. The value of KappAhl’s total
market is about SEK 200 billion.
In fashion retailing KappAhl competes with
international and local chains, independent
stores, fashion departments in department stores,
supermarkets and sporting goods stores. Fashion
also competes with other goods and services that
make us feel good. These include travel, sport and
beauty products. Today’s world of fashion is
increasingly global and fashion more similar overall. Development has favoured large fashion chains
with control over the entire process from design
and purchasing to sales. This means that the

chains can meet new trends, purchasing patterns
and customer requirements faster. Customers’
interest in getting inspiration and shopping online
continues to grow. This is a trend that the chains
have the size, logistics and technology to meet
effectively.
Clear concepts create stability in a trend-
sensitive fashion world. There are more trends
now than before and they shift faster. In addition,
consumers more often mix different styles of
clothing, levels of fashion, quality and price.
Sustainability linked to fashion has become an
increasingly important issue for consumers and
other stakeholders in recent years. This development influences fashion companies and contri
butes to new business models and opportunities
to strengthen brands.
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BUSINESS CONCEPT

OUR SUSTAINABILITY VISION

We act in an economically, environmentally and socially sustainable
way, producing fashion with
care and consideration, to
help protect our planet today
and in the future

OUR SUSTAINABILITY
STRATEGY

KappAhl’s brand is associated with fashion, design and quality. It also stands for
responsibility, consideration and security.
Sustainability is integrated into our daily
work with our sustainability concept
Future Friendly Fashion, its strategy

and its nine areas of focus. You can see
them here and some examples of our 62
activities and objectives in the respective area of focus. The complete strategy
can be found on our website
www.kappahl.com/sustainability

FUTURE

FRIENDLY

FASHION

We want to contribute
to a better future for
our planet

We create long-term
relationships with
customers, employees
and suppliers

Value-for-money
fashion with wide
appeal that is
responsibly produced

FOCUS

FOCUS

FOCUS

STRIVE FOR CLIMATE NEUTRAL
OPERATIONS
EXAMPLE OF ACTIVITY
By 2020 we will only use renewable energy
in our operations.

FOCUS

PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE
RESOURCE USE IN
PRODUCTION
EXAMPLE OF ACTIVITY
Train 1,100 cotton farmers in sustainable cultivation through the BCI “Fast Track Programme” by
2015. In all we trained as many as 1,950 farmers.

FOCUS

STRIVE FOR RE-USE
AND RECYCLING
EXAMPLE OF ACTIVITY
Introduce textile collecting in all stores
by 2016. In 2015 it was introduced in all
Swedish stores.

PROMOTE SOCIALLY
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
AT OUR SUPPLIERS

EXAMPLE OF ACTIVITY
Ensure that all suppliers’ production units in
Bangladesh are covered by the Bangladesh
Accord on Fire and Building Safety.

FOCUS

ACT OPENLY AND TRANSPARENTLY
TO INSPIRE OUR CUSTOMERS
AND EMPLOYEES
EXAMPLE OF ACTIVITY
Develop and implement a new sustainability
training programme for all employees, to be
ready by the end of 2015.

FOCUS

STRENGTHEN THE POSITION OF
PEOPLE, ESPECIALLY WOMEN AND
CHILDREN IN THE COMMUNITIES
WHERE WE OPERATE

DESIGN FOR SUSTAINABILITY
EXAMPLE OF ACTIVITY
Develop an effective method of measuring our
products’ sustainability performance by 2016.

FOCUS

CONTRIBUTE TO AN ENVIRONMENT
FREE OF HARMFUL SUBSTANCES
EXAMPLE OF ACTIVITY
Consolidate our high standards in
chemicals restrictions by reviewing them
at least twice a year.

FOCUS

USE ONLY SUSTAINABLE
MATERIAL IN OUR COLLECTIONS
EXAMPLE OF ACTIVITY
100 per cent use of sustainably cultivated
cotton by 2020, in the form of organic cotton, BCI
cotton or recycled cotton.

EXAMPLE OF ACTIVITY
Provide education and training to women on a
continuous basis at our training centre in
Dhaka, Bangladesh, with the aim of strengthening their position. Guarantee employment
with our suppliers after completed training.
K A P PA H L 2 014/ 2 01 5
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BUSINESS CONCEPT

FINANCIAL TARGETS
TARGET FROM 2013/2014

OUTCOME 2014/2015

OUTCOME 2013/2014

OPERATIVE TARGETS
KappAhl’s growth is to be an average of 4 per cent
over a business cycle.

–3.3%

–0.2%

The operating margin must be at least 10 per cent.

4.5%

6.2%

0.8 times EBITDA

1.0 times EBITDA

FINANCIAL TARGETS
Interest-bearing net debt is not to exceed,
other than temporarily, 3 times EBITDA.

DIVIDEND POLICY
Dividend is to be 40–60 per cent of the profit
after tax on condition that the Group meets the
financial targets above.
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The Board of Directors proposes a
dividend of SEK 0.75 per share. This
corresponds to 51.7% per cent of
the profit after tax.

SEK 0.75 SEK per
share, corresponding
to 43.6% of the profit
after tax.

THE YEAR’S PRIORITIES
TARGET AREA

ACTIVITIES DURING THE YEAR

AHEAD

FASHIONABLE
COMMERCIAL
RANGE

Updated customer analysis on which to base
future range. Analysis of range, volumes and
breadth of items.

Launch of updated range strategies
that are well integrated with the brand
platform.

ATTRACTIVE
BRAND

Brand platform developed with supplementary
survey of core target group.

See also page 18

Work on price strategies for the purpose of
safeguarding margins due to rising dollar
exchange rate.

Continued implementation of brand
platform. New communication
s trategies and optimised channel mix.

Developed customer experience with the new
store concept For You. Rapid rollout with a total
of 27 converted stores to date.

Continued high tempo in rolling out
new store concept.

Implemented training aimed at creating more
active in-store customer meetings.

Continued initiatives in customer
service.

DIGITISATION
See also page 35

Measures for increased presence and reach.
New modern site launch, project to digitise
customer club. Start of implementation plan for
new cash register system.

Continued development in digital
channels and digitisation of the
customer club Life & Style by
KappAhl.

FLOW OF GOODS

More effective goods handling allowing more
time for sales promoting activities.

Continued streamlining of the
logistics chain and goods handling
in stores.

See also page 35

See also page 32

More effective logistics flow throughout the
value chain aimed at substantially reducing
store inventories and increasing replenishment
rate from the distribution centre.
New working procedures in stores to convert
goods handling to sales time.

EFFECTIVE
SELLING

See also page 35

Several new types of store introduced.

Shop Online to open in Poland.

First stand-alone concept store, the Newbie
Store, opened.

More Newbie Stores to open.

Introduced Shop Online in Norway and Finland.

First Hampton Republic 27 store
to open.

Closure of a total of seven unprofitable stores in
Poland.

Continued review of the store network
in Poland.

Evaluation of cosmetics range in progress.

SUSTAINABILITY
See also page 45

Sustainability strategy 2020 implemented.
Analysis of material aspects.

Continued work on priority areas in
the sustainability strategy.
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SHARE PERFORMANCE
The KappAhl share has been listed on Nasdaq Stockholm, Midcap since 23 February 2006. The KappAhl
share is included in the Nasdaq Stockholm Consumer
Discretionary Index.
During the financial year the market value of the share
fell by 32.4 per cent. This can be compared with the
Nasdaq Stockholm All-Share index that increased in value
by 11,0 per cent and Nasdaq Stockholm General Retailers
that increased by 13,3 per cent in the same period. See
page 2 of the Annual Report part 2 for more share information. It can be found at www.kappahl.com/ir
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FIGURES IN SUMMARY
KEY FIGURES AND RATIOS

September–August
2014/2015

September–August
2013/2014

September–August
2012/2013

September–August
2011/2012

September–August
2010/2011

Sales growth, %

–3.3

Operating profit (EBIT), SEK million

198

–0.2

3.6

–7.8

–2.7

272

252

–64

Operating profit (EBIT) excluding non-recurring items, SEK million

222

208

295

202

53

222

Operating profit (EBITDA)

333

400

396

156

441

Operating profit (EBITDA) excluding non-recurring items, SEK million

343

423

346

273

441

Total depreciation/amortisation, SEK million

135

128

141

220

219

Gross margin %

60.1

60.8

59.2

56.7

58.8

Operating margin, %

4.3

5.7

5.3

–1.4

4.5

Operating margin excluding non-recurring items, %

4.5

6.2

4.3

1.2

4.5

9

4

2.9

0.39

3.1

282

460

661

1,673

2 266

Interest coverage ratio (multiple)
Net interest-bearing liabilities, SEK million
Net interest-bearing liabilities/Adjusted EBITDA (multiple)1)

0.8

1.1

1.7

10.7

5.14

Equity-assets ratio, %

56.6

56.1

49.4

26.2

14.9

Equity per share, SEK

21.36

20.12

18.42

3.85

6.93

Equity per share after dilution, SEK

21.3

19.99

18.42

3.85

6.93

Cash flow from operating activities per share, SEK

4.75

4.6

3.06

0.68

1.27

Market price, SEK

25.9

38.3

38.34

6.4

16.3

1,990

2,874

2,877

1,441

1,223

17.9

22.3

31.6

neg

17.9

0

0

0

0

0

Price/equity per share, %

82

188

208

166

235

Earnings per share, SEK 2)

1.45

1.71

1.32

–5.30

2.98

Dividend per share, SEK (proposed 2013/2014)

0.75

0.75

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Market value, SEK million
P/E ratio (multiple)
Dividend yield, %

Dividend pay-out ratio of earnings after tax paid, %
Weighted average number of shares

76,296,003

75,040,000

68,474,000

42,272,533

22,844,480

Number of shares at close of period

76,820,380

75,040,000

75,040,000

225,120,000

75,040,000

Number of shares after dilution

76,296,003

75,522,814

75,040,000

225,120,000

75,040,000

Adjusted for non-recurring items, see Note 18 in part 2 of this Annual Report.
2)
Earnings per share are calculated as earnings after tax/weighted average number of shares after dilution. Earnings per share have been restated for comparison periods.
1)

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT (SEK MILLION)
Net sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Selling expenses

September–August
2014/2015

September–August
2013/2014

September–August
2012/2013

September–August
2011/2012

September–August
2010/2011

4,588

4,743

4,751

4,587

4,974

–1,832

–1,857

–1,937

–1,988

–2,048

2,756

2,886

2,814

2,599

2,926

–2,385

–2,469

–2,488

–2,527

–2,560

Administrative expenses

–173

–145

–150

–136

–144

Other operating income

–

–

76

–

–

Operating profit

198

272

252

–64

222

Operating profit excluding non-recurring items

208

295

202

53

222

Financial income

1

0

1

0

1

Financial expenses

–22

–68

–88

–166

–72

Profit/loss before tax

177

204

165

–230

151

Taxes

–66

–75

–74

6

–83

Net profit/loss for the year

111

129

91

–224

68
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

2

3

1
4

ANDERS BÜLOW
Born 1953. Chairman of the Board since
2012, member of the Remuneration
Committee and the Audit Committee.
Shareholding: 35,000 shares through a
company

AMELIA ADAMO
Born 1947. Member of the Board since 2004
and member of the Offer Committee.
Shareholding: 0 shares

SUSANNE HOLMBERG

5

Born 1961. Member of the Board since 2014,
member of the Remuneration Committee
and chair of the Offer Committee.
Shareholding: 0 shares

6

CHRISTIAN W. JANSSON

8

7

9

Born 1949. Member of the Board since 2011,
chair of the Remuneration Committee and
member of the Audit Committee.
Shareholding: 0 shares

PIA RUDENGREN
Born 1965. Member of the Board since 2013
and chair of the Audit Committee.
Shareholding: 4,000 shares

MICHAEL BJERREGAARD JENSEN
Born 1954. Member of the Board and
employee representative since 2013.
Shareholding: 0 shares

MELINDA HEDSTRÖM
Born 1966. Member of the Board and
employee representative since 2011.
Shareholding: 0 shares

MARIE-LOUISE JANSSON BRING
Born 1957. Deputy Member of the Board and
employee representative since 2014.
Shareholding: 5,000 shares

MARIE MATTHIESSEN

1. Anders Bülow 2. Amelia Adamo 3. Susanne
Holmberg 4. Christian W Jansson 5. Pia Rudengren
6. Michael Bjerregaard Jensen 7. Melinda Hedström
8. Marie-Louise Jansson Bring 9. Marie Matthiessen
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Born 1965. Deputy Member of the Board and
employee representative since 2008.
Shareholding: 0 shares

For information about other assignments,
please see part 2 of the Annual Report.

MANAGEMENT

1

ANDERS DÜRING

2

Born 1965. President and Chief Executive
Officer and Chief Financial Officer.
Employed since 2013.
Anders has a Master’s degree from the
School of Economics and Commercial Law
at Gothenburg University.
Shareholding: 0 shares

KAJSA RÄFTEGÅRD
Born 1965. Vice President,
Human Resources and Communication.
Employed since 1995. Kajsa has a B.Sc.
in Social Work from the University of
Gothenburg.
Shareholding: 134,666 shares

3

CARINA LADOW
Born 1957. Vice President,
Assortment and Design.
Employed since 1993.
Member of the board of Scorett.
Shareholding: 125,000 shares

CAMILLA WERNLUND
Born 1971. Vice President, Sales.
Employed since 2011. Camilla has a degree
in economics and marketing.
Shareholding: 27,000 shares

MARI SVENSSON
Born 1963. Vice President,
Purchasing and Logistics.
Employed since 2000. Mari holds an MSc
in Business Administration from the School
of Business, Economics and Law at the
University of Gothenburg.
Shareholding: 141,646 shares

JOAKIM HOLMSTRAND
Born 1959. Vice President, Marketing.
Employed since 2014. Joakim is a graduate
of the IHM Business School. Member of the
board of the Swedish Trade Federation’s
organisation Svensk Handel Stil.
Shareholding: 10,000 shares

5

4
1. Anders Düring 2. Kajsa
Räftegård 3. Carina Ladow
4. Camilla Wernlund
5. Mari Svensson 6. Joakim
Holmstrand

6
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NOTICE TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of KappAhl AB
(publ) will be held on Wednesday 2 December 2015
at 10.00 at KappAhl’s head office in Mölndal,
Idrottsvägen 14.
RIGHT TO PARTICIPATE
Shareholders wishing to participate in the Annual
General Meeting must be registered in the share
register kept by Euroclear Sweden AB no later
than Thursday, 26 November 2015, and have given
notice of their attendance and that of any advisers
by the same date, preferably before 12.00, via
email to stamma@kappahl.com. Notification of
participation can also be given by telephone on
+46 31 771 55 00, by fax on +46 31 771 58 15, or by
post to KappAhl AB, Annual General Meeting,
Box 303, SE 431 24 Mölndal, Sweden.
The notification must state the name, address,
telephone number, corporate or personal identity
number and registered shareholding.
Any powers of attorney must be in writing and
be submitted no later than, but preferably before,
the Annual General Meeting. A natural person

representing a legal person shall also submit a
certified copy of the certificate of registration.
The period of validity of the power of attorney
may be a maximum of five years from its date of
issue. KappAhl will provide a form for a power of
attorney on request and the form is also available
from KappAhl’s website www.kappahl.com/ir.
Shareholders whose shares are registered in the
name of a nominee through a bank’s trust department or a private securities dealer must temporarily register the shares in their own name to be
entitled to participate in the Meeting. This temporary registration of ownership must have been
completed by Thursday 26 November 2015. This
means that the shareholder must notify the
nominee of this in good time.
A complete notice to attend the Annual General
Meeting will be published separately and in
accordance with the provisions of the Articles
of Association.
We look forward to seeing you!

FINANCIAL CALENDAR
Annual General Meeting
December 2, 2015
First quarter (Sep–Nov)
January 20 2016
Second quarter (Dec–Feb)
April 14, 2016
Third quarter (March–May)
30 June, 2016
Fourth quarter (June–August) October 13, 2016
An updated financial calendar is published
regularly at www.kappahl.com/ir
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KappAhl’s Annual Report part 1 in Swedish and
English will be sent to shareholders and other
stakeholders who request it. An order can be made
via www.kappahl.com/ir. Part 2 of KappAhl’s
Annual Report is available for download from
the website.

HERE ARE THE
FIGURES

Would you like to
read part 2 of our
Annual Report?
You will find it at
www.kappahl.com/ir.
It also contains our
corporate governance
report, materiality
analysis and GRI index.

KappAhl AB (publ)
PO Box 303 | Visiting address: Idrottsvägen 14
SE 431 24 Mölndal
Tel +46 31 771 55 00 | Fax +46 31 771 58 15
Please contact us via the contact
form at www.kappahl.com/contact
or via info_se@kappahl.com
www.kappahl.com

kappahl.com
Nordic Ecolabel 3041 0924

